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Fluid Flow Measurement Sectional Committee, WRD 01

NATIONAL FOREWORD

This Indian Standard ( Part 2 ) which is identical with ISO 1100-2:1998 ‘ Measurement of liquid flow
in open channels — Part 2: Determination of the stage-discharge relation’ issued by the International
Organization for Standardization ( ISO ) was adopted by the Bureau of Indian Standards on the
recommendations of the Fluid Flow Measurement Sectional Committee ( WRD 01 ) and approval of
the Water Resources Division Council.

In the adopted standard, certain conventions are, however, not identical to those used in Indian Standards.
Attention is especially drawn to the following:

a) Wherever the words ‘International Standard’ appear referring to this standard, they should be
read as ‘Indian Standard’.

b) Comma ( , ) has been used as a decimal marker while in Indian Standards, the current practice
is to use a point ( . ) as the decimal marker.

CROSS REFERENCES

In this adopted standard, the following International Standards have been referred. Read in their
respective places, the following Indian Standards:

International Standard

1s0 31 : 1992 ( all parts )
Quantities, units and symbols

ISO 772: 1996 Hydrometric
determinations — Vocabulary
and symbols

ISO 1000: 1992 S1 units and
recommendations for the use
of their multiples and of certain
other units

lSO/TR 5168 Measurement of
fluid flow — Evaluation of
uncertainties

ISO 6416 :1992 Liquid flow
measurement in open
channels — Measurement of
discharge by the ultrasonic
( acoustic ) method

ISO/TR 9123 : 1986 Liquid
flow measurement in open
channels — Stage-fall-discharge
relations

ISO 9196: 1992 Liquid flow
measurement in open
channels — Flow measurement
under ice conditions

Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of Equivalence

IS 1890 ( all parts ) Quantities Identical
and units

IS 1191 : 1971 Glossary of Technically equivalent ( /S 1191:
terms and symbols used in 1971 is under revision based on
connection with the measure- /S0 772.’ 1996)
ment of liquid flow with a free
surface ( first revision )

IS 10005:1985 S1 units and Identical
recommendations for the use
of their multiples and of certain
other units

No IS exists. However, work is —

in progress formulating an IS
based on lSOiTR 5168:1998

No IS exists. However, work is
in progress formulating an IS
based on ISO 6416:1992

—

No IS exists

No IS exists. However work is
in progress formulating an IS
based on ISO 9196:1992

.

—

( Continued on third cover)
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Indian Standard

MEASUREMENT OF LIQUID FLOW IN OPEN
CHANNELS

PART 2 DETERMINATION OF THE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATION

1 Scope

This part of ISO 1100 specifies methods of determining the stage-discharge relation for a gauging station. A
sufficient number of discharge measurements, complete with corresponding stage measurements, is required to
define a stage-discharge relation to the accuracy required by this part of ISO 1100.

Stable and unstable channels are considered, including brief descriptions of the effects on the stage-discharge
relation of ice and hysteresis. Methods for determining discharge for twin-gauge stations, ultrasonic velocity
stations, electromagnetic velocity stations, and other complex ratings are not described in detail. These types of
rating are described in other International Standards and Technical Reports, namely lSO/TR 9123, ISO 6416 and
ISO 9213, as shown in clause 2.

2 Normative references

The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of this part of
ISO 1100. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are subject to revision, and .+
parties to agreements based on this part of ISO 1100 are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent editions of the standards indicated below. Members of IEC and ISO maintain registers of currently valid
International Standards.

3.
,

ISO 31:1992 (all parts), Quantities, units and symbo/s.

ISO 772:1996, Hydrometric determinations — Vocabulary and symbols.

ISO 1000:1992, S/ units and recommendations for the use of their multiples and of certain other units.

lSO/TR 5168: -1), Measurement of f/uid f/ow — Evacuation of uncertainties.

ISO 6416:1992, Liquid f/ow measurement in open channek — Measurement of discharge by the ultrasonic
(acoustic) method.

lSOflR 9123:1986, Liquid f/ow measurement in open channe/s — Stage-fall-discharge relations. ,,,

ISO 9196:1992, Liquid f/ow measurement in open channe/s — Flow measurements under ice conditions.

ISO 9213:1992, Measurement of total discharge in open channels — Electromagnetic method using a ful/-channel-
width coil.

I JTo be published. (Revision ofISO5168: 1978)
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3 Definitions and symbols

For the purpose of this part of ISO 1100, the definitions and symbols given in ISO 772 apply. Those that are not
covered by ISO 772 are given in the text of this part of ISO 1100. The symbols used in this part of ISO 1100 are
given below:

A

CD

c

h

P

Q

QO

%

a

S0

Vw

B

e

H

n

P

t

cross-sectional area,

a coefficient of discharge,

Chezy’s channel rugosity coefficient,

gauge height of the water surface,

slope of the rating curve,

total discharge,

steady-state discharge,

hydraulic radius, equal to the effective cross-sectional area divided by the wetted perimeter (A/q

friction slope,

water surface slope corresponding to steady discharge,

velocity of a flood wave,

cross-section width,

effective gauge height of zero flow,

total head (hydraulic head),

is Manning’s channel rugosity coefficient,

is a constant that is numerically equal to the discharge when the effective depth of flow (h – e) is equal
tol,

is time.

4 Units of measurement

The International System of Units (S1 Units) is used in this part of ISO 1100 in accordance with 1S0 31 and ISO
1000.

5 Principle of the stage-discharge relation

The stage-discharge relation is the relation at a gauging station between stage and discharge, and is sometimes
referred to as a rating or rating curve. The principles of the establishment and operation of a gauging station are
described in ISO 1100-1.

2
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5.1 Controls

5.1.1 General

The stage-discharge relation for open-channel flow at a gauging station is governed by channel conditions
downstream from the gauge, referred to as a control. Two types of control can exist, depending on channel and flow
conditions. Low flows are usually controlled by a section control, whereas high flows are usually controlled by a
channel control. Medium flows may be controlled by either type of control. At some stages, a combination of section
and channel control may occur. These are general rules and exceptions can and do occur. Knowledge of thp
channel features that control the stage-discharge relation is important. The development of stage-discharge curv~s
where more than one control is effective, where control features change, and where the number of measurements
is limited, usually requires judgement in interpolating between measurements and in extrapolating beyond the
highest or lowest measurements. This is particularly true where the controls are not permanent and tend to shift
from time to time, resulting in changes in the positioning of segments of the stage-discharge relation.
Controls and their governing equations are described in the following clauses.

5.1.2 Section control

A section control is a specific cross-section of a stream channel, located downstream from a water-level gauge, that
controls the relation between gauge height and discharge at the gauge. A section control can be a natural feature
such as a rock ledge, a sand bar, a severe constriction in the channel, or an accumulation of debris. Likewise, a
section control can be a manmade feature such as a small dam, a weir, a flume, or an overflow spillway. Section
controls can frequently be visually identified in the field by observing a riffle, or pronounced drop in the water
surface, as the flow passes over the control. Frequently, as gauge height increases because of higher flows, the
section control will become submerged to the extent that it no longer controls the relation between gauge height and
discharge. At this point, the riffle is no longer observable, and flow is then regulated either by another section control
further downstream, or by the hydraulic geometry and roughness of the channel downstream (i.e. channel control).

5,1.3 Channel control

A channel control consists of a combination of features throughout a reach downstream from a gauge. These
features include channel size, shape, curvature, slope, and rugosity. The length of channel reach that controls a

----.

stage-discharge relation varies. The stage-discharge relation for relatively steep channels may be controlled by a
relatively short channel reach, whereas, the relation for a relatively flat channel may be controlled by a much longer
channel reach. In addition, the length of a channel control will vary depending on the magnitude of flow. Precise

1,

definition of the length of a channel-control reach is usually neither possible nor necessary.

5.1.4 Combination controls

At some stages, the stage-discharge relation may be governed by a combination of section and channel controls.
This usually occurs for a short range in stage between section-controlled and channel-controlled segments of the
rating. This part of the rating is commonly referred to as a transition zone of the rating, and represents the change
from section control to channel control. In other instances, a combination control may consist of two section
controls, where each has partial controlling effect. More than two controls acting simultaneously is rare. In any case,
combination controls, and/or transition zones, occur for very limited parts of a stage-discharge relation and can
usually be defined by plotting procedures. Transition zones in particular represent changes in the slope or shape of
a stage-discharge relation.

5.2 Governing hydraulic equations

Stage-discharge relations are hydraulic relations that can be defined according to the type of control that exists.
Section controls, either natural or manmade, are governed by some form of the weir or flume equations. In a very
general and basic form, these equations are expressed as:

Q = CD&Yl .5 (1)

3
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where

Q is discharge, in cubic metres per second (m’/s),

CD is a coefficient of discharge and may include several factors,

B is cross-section width, in metres (m), and

H is hydraulic head, in metres.

Stage-discharge relations for channel controls with uniform flow are governed by the Manning or Chezy equation,
as it applies to the reach of controlling channel downstream from a gauge. The Manning equation is:

A ~h0,67 ~f0,5
Q= (2)

n

where
A is cross-section area, in square metres,

rh is hydraulic radius, in metres,

Sf is friction slope, and

n k channel rugosity.

The Chezy equation is:

Q = CA rho.so Sf 0,50

where C is the Chezy form of rugosity.

(3)

The above equations are generally applicable for gradually varied, uniform flow. For highly varied, nonuniform flow,
equations such as the Saint-Venant unsteady flow equations would be appropriate. However, these are seldom
used in the development of stage-discharge relations, and are not described in this part of ISO 1100.

5.3 Complexities of stage-discharge relations

Stage-discharge relations for stable controls such as a rock outcrop, and manmade structures such as weirs,
flumes, and small dams usually present few problems in their calibration and maintenance. However, complexities
can arise when controls are not stable and/or when variable backwater occurs. For unstable controls, segments of a
stage-discharge relation may change position occasionally, or even frequently. This is usually a temporary condition
which can be accounted for through the use of the shifthg-control method.

Variable backwater can affect a stage-discharge relation, both for stable and unstable channels. Sources of
backwater can be downstream reservoirs, tributaries, tides, ice, dams and other obstructions that influence the flow
at the gauging station control.

Another complexity that exists for some streams is hysteresis, which results when the water surface slope changes
due to either rapidly rising or rapidly falling water levels in a channel control reach. Hysteresis is sometimes referred
to as loop ratings, and is most pronounced in relatively flat sloped streams. On rising stages the water surface slope
is significantly steeper than for steady flow conditions, resulting in greater discharge than indicated by the steady
flow rating. The reverse is true for falling stages. See 6.8.4 for details on hysteresis ratings.

The succeeding clauses of this part of ISO 1100 will describe in more detail some of the techniques available for
analyzing the various complexities that may arise.
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6 Stage-discharge calibration ofagauging station

6.1 General

The primary object of a stage-discharge gauging station is to provide a record of the discharge of the open channel
or river at which the water lever gauge is sited. This is achieved by measuring the stage and converting this stage to
discharge by means of a stage-discharge relation, which correlates discharge and water level. In some instances,
other parameters such as index velocity, water surface fall between two gauges, or rate-of-change in stage may
also be used in rating calibrations. Stage-discharge relations are usually calibrated by measuring discharge and the
corresponding gauge height. Theoretical computations may also be used to aid in the shaping and positioning of the
rating curve. Stage-discharge relations from previous time periods should also be considered as an aid in the
shaping of the rating.

6.2 General preparation of a

6.2.1 General

stage-discharge relation

The relation between stage and discharge is defined by plotting measurements of discharge with corresponding
observations of stage, taking into account whether the discharge is steady, increasing or decreasing, and also
noting the rate of change in stage. This may be done manually by plotting on paper, or by using computerized
plotting techniques. A choice of two types of plotting scale is available, either an arithmetic scale or a logarithmic
scale. Each has certain advantages and disadvantages, as explained in subsequent clauses. It is customary to plot
the stage as ordinate and the discharge as abscissa, although when using the stage-discharge relation to derive
discharge from a measured value of stage, the stage is treated as the independent variable.

6.2.2 List of discharge measurements

The first step before making a plot ‘of stage versus discharge is to prepare a list of discharge measurements that will
be used for the plot. At a minimum this list should include at least 12 to 15 measurements, all made during the
period of analysis. These measurements should be well distributed over the range in gauge heights experienced. It - -
should also include low and high measurements from other times that might be useful in defining the correct shape
of the rating and/or for extrapolating the rating. Extreme low and high measurements should be included wherever
possible.

‘,

For each discharge measurement in the list the following items shall be included:

a) Unique identification number

b) Date of measurement

c) Gauge height of measurement

d) Total discharge

e) Accuracy of measurement

f) Rate-of-change in stage during measurement, a plus sign indicating rising stage and a minus sign Indicating
falling stage.

Other information might be included in the list of measurements, but is not mandatory. Table 1 shows a typical list of
discharge measurements, including a number of items in addition to the mandatory items. The discharge
measurement list may be handwritten for use when hand-plotting is done, or the data may be a computer list where
a computerized plot is developed.

5
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Table 1 — Tv~ical list of discharge measurements

ID Date
lumber

12 04/08/29

183 02106155

201 02/04/57

260 03/1 3/63

313 08124/66

366 08/2 1/73

367 10/1 0/73

368 11126/73

369 02/1 9/74

370 04/09/74

371 05129174

372 07110/74

373 08122174

374 10/01/74

375 11111174

382 10/01 /75

Made
by

MEF

GTC

AJB

GMP

HFR

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAF

MAJ

MAF

Width Area

36,27 77,94

33,53 78,41

28,96 21,92

26,52 21,46

30,18 42,08

28,96 14,86

28,96 13,66

29,26 14,21

29,87 16,26

29,26 21,27

29,57 19,69

28,96 16,81

29,26 15,79

29,26 13,19

28,96 11,71

30,48 43,76

. .

TMean Gauge
/elocity height

T
mls m

1,272 2,682

1,405 2,786

1,511 I 2,002

1,400 I 1,981
1,602 I 2,374

0,476 I 1,557

0,361 1,490

0,373 1,509

1,291 I 1,838
0,805 I 1,780

0,688 1,710

0,458 I 1,573

0,481 I 1,570
0,264 1,414

0,283 1,396

1,598 I 2,432

Xfective Discharge Method
depth

=-i-=+=
2,186 110,2 0,6/0,2/0,

1,402 33,13 0,6/0,2/0,

1,381 30,02 0,6

1,774 I 67,40 0,6/0,2/0,

0,957
I

7,080 I 0,6

0,890 I 4,928 I 0,6

0,909 I 5,296 I 0,6

1,238 I 20,99 I 0,6

1,180 I 17,13 0,610,210,

1,110 I 13,54 I 0,6

0,973 I 7,703 I 0,6

0,970 I 7,590 I 0,6

0,814 3,483 0,6

0,796 3,313 0,6

1,832 69,95 0,2/0,8

Number I Gauge
verticals I height

22 -0,082

22 -0,047

21 -0,013

22 -0,020

22 I +0,006

21
I

o

21
I

o

18
I

o

2110

21 0

21 0

21 0

21 0

21
I

o

21 0

21 +0,01 7

Rated

GOOD

GOOD

POOR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

6.2.3 Arithmetic plotting scales

The simplest type out measurements shown in figure 1. Scale subdivisions should be chosen to cover the complete
range of gauge height and discharge expected to occur at the gauging site. Scales should be subdivided in uniform,
even increments that are easy to read and interpolate. They should also be chosen to produce a rating curve that is
not unduly steep or flat. Usually the curve should follow a slope of between 30” and 50°. If the range in gauge height
or discharge is large, it may be necessary to plot the rating cuwe in two or more segments to provide scales that
are easily read with the necessary precision. This procedure may result in separate curves for low water, medium
water, and high water. Care should be taken to see that, when joined, the separate curves form a smooth,
continuous combined curve.

Graph paper with arithmetic scales is convenient to use and easy to read. Such scales are ideal for displaying a
rating curve, and have an advantage over logarithmic scales, in that zero values of gauge height and/or discharge
can be plotted. However, for analytical purposes, arithmetic scales have practically no advantage. A stage-
discharge relation on arithmetic scales is almost always a curved line, concave downward, which can be difficult to
shape correctly if only a few discharge measurements are available. Logarithmic scales, on the other hand, have a
oumber of analytical advantages as described in the next clause. Generally, a stage-discharge relation is first drawn
on logarithmic plotting paper for shaping and analytical purposes, and then later transferred to arithmetic plotting
paper if a display plot is needed.

6.2.4 Logarithmic plotting scales

Most stage-discharge relations, or segments thereof, are best analyzed graphically through the use of logarithmic
plotting paper. To utilize fully this procedure, gauge height should be transformed to effective depth of flow on the
control by subtracting from it the effective gauge height of zero discharge. A rating curve segment for a given
control will then tend to plot as a straight line with an equation form as described in 6.2.4.2. The slope of the straight
line will conform to the type of control (section or channel), thereby providing valuable information to shape correctly

6
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the rating curve segment. In addition, this feature allows theanalyst tocalibrate the stage-discharge relation with
fewer discharge measurements. The slope of a rating curve is the ratio of the horizontal distance to the vertical
distance. This non-standard way of measuring slope is necessa~ because the dependent variable (discharge) is
always plotted as the abscissa.

2,5

2

1,5

E_.
al
A

1

0,5

0

NOTE —

I /

260,

373,
368

—

0 50 100 150
Discharge. 0. m3/s

Numbers indicated against plotted observations refer to ID numbers given in table 1.

Figure 1 — Arithmetic plot of stags-discharge relation

Rating curves for section controls such as a weir or flume conform to equation (1), and when plotted logarithmically
the slope will be 1,5 or greater depending on control shape, velocity of approach, and minor variations of the
coefficient of discharge. Logarithmic rating curves for most weir shapes will plot with a slope of 2 or greater. An
exception is the sharp-crested rectangular weir, which plots with a slope slightly greater than 1,5. Logarithmic
ratings for section controls in natural channels will almost always have a slope of 2 or greater. This characteristic
slope of 2 or greater for most section controls allows the analyst to identify easily the existence of section control
conditions simply by plotting discharge versus effective depth, (he), on logarithmic plotting paper.

Rating curves for channel controls, on the other hand, are governed by equation (2) or (3), and when plotted as
effective depth versus discharge the slope will usually be between 1,5 and 2. Variations in the slope of the rating
when channel control exists are the result of changes in rugosity and friction slope as depth changes.

The above discussion applies to control sections of regular shape (triangular, trapezoidal, parabolic, etc.). When a
significant change in shape occurs, such as a trapezoidal section control with a small V-notch for extreme low
water, there will be a change in the rating curve slope at the point where the control shape changes. Likewise, when
the control changes from section control to channel control, the logarithmic plot will show a change in slope. These
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changes are usually defined by short curved segments of the rating, referred to as transitions. This kind O)
knowledge about the plotting characteristics of a rating curve is extremely valuable in the calibration and
maintenance of the rating, and in later analysis of shifting control conditions. By knowing the kind of control (section
or channel), and the shape of the control, the analyst can more precisely define the correct hydraulic shape of the
rating curve. In addition, these kinds of information allow the analyst to extrapolate accurately a rating curve, or
conversely, know when extrapolation is likely to lead to significant errors

Figure 2 gives examples of a hypothetical rating curve showing the logarithmic plotting characteristics for channel
and section controls, and for cross-section shape changes. Inserl A in figure 2 shows a trapezoidal channel with no
flood plain and with channel control conditions. The corresponding logarithmic plot of the rating curve, when plot ted
with an effective gauge height of zero flow (e) that results in a straight fine rating, has a slope less than 2. In insert B
a flood plain has been added which is also channel control. This is a change to the shape of the control cross-
section, and results in a change in the shape of the rating curve above bankful stage. If the upper segment (above
the transition curve) were replotted to the correct value of effective gauge height of zero flow, it too would have a
slope less than 2. In the third plot, insert C, a section control for low flow has been added. This results in a change
in rating curve shape because of the change in control. For the low water pad of the rating, the slope will usually be
greater than 2.

Figure 3 is a logarithmic plot of an actual rating curve, using the measurements shown in table 1. This rating is for a
real stream where section control exists throughout the range of flow, including the high flow measurements. The
effective gauge height of zero flow (e) for this stream is 0,6 metres, which is subtracted from the gauge height of the
measurements to define the effective depth of flow at the control. The slope of the rating below 1,4 m is about 4,3,
which is greater than 2 and conforms to a section control. Abovel,5 m, the slope is 2,8, which also conforms to a
section control. The change in slope of the rating above about 1,5 m is caused by a change in the shape of the
control cross-section. Below about 1,4 m the control section is essentially a triangular shape. In the range of 1,4 to
1,5 m the control shape is changing to trapezoidal, resulting in the transition curve of the rating. And above about
1,5 m the control cross-section is basically trapezoidal.

The examples of figures 2 and 3 are intended to illustrate some of the principals of logarithmic plotting. The analyst
should try to use these principals to the best extent possible, but should always be aware that there are probably
exceptions and differences that occur at some sites.

----

A
Channelshape

B

Ratingshape

Y
.

Log Q

1

Transition curve

Channel controt
(no section
control)

Log Q
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c
/

Flood plain FLood plain I
Flood plain rating

f

? Channel control Transition curve
<
; Section

Channel control control
2

Section control
Transition curve

I

Log Q

Figure 2 — Relation of channel and control properties to rating curve shape
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260 \

r 369
201

Discharge, 0, m3/s

NOTE — Numbers indicated against plotted observations refer to ID numbers given in table 1.

Figure 3 — Logarithmic plot of stage-discharge relation

6.2.4.1 Gauge height of zero flow

382

\

/
313

183

Y

‘ 12

100 200

The actual gauge height of zero flow is the gauge height of the lowest point in the control cross-section for a section
control [sometimes referred to as the cease-to-flow (CTF) value]. For natural channels, this value can sometimes be
measured in the field by measuring the depth of flow at the deepest place in the control section, and subtracting this
depth and the velocity head from the gauge height at the time of measurement.

The effective gauge height of zero flow is a value that, when subtracted from the mean gauge heights of the
discharge measurements, will cause the logarithmic rating curve to plot as a straight fine. For regular shaped
section controls, the effective gauge height of zero flow will be nearly the same as the actual gauge height of zero
flow. For irregular shaped controls, the effective gauge height of zero flow is greater than the actual gauge height of
zero flow. At points where the control shape changes significantly, or where the control changes from section

9
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control to channel control, the effective gauge height of zero flow will usually change. This results in a need to
analyze rating curves in segments (separate logarithmic plots for each control condition) to properly define the
correct hydraulic shape for each control condition. The gauge height minus the effective gauge height of zero flow is
the effective depth of flow on the control.

The effective gauge height of zero flow should be determined for each rating curve segment. For regular shaped
controls, this value will be close to the actual gauge height of zero flow. For most controls, however, a more exact
determination can be made by a trial-and-error method of plotting. A value is assumed, and measurements are
potted based on this assumed value. If the resulting curve shape is concave upward, then a somewhat larger value
for the effective gauge height of zero flow should be used. A somewhat smaller value should be used if the curve
plots concave downward. Usually only a few trials are needed to find a value that results in a straight fine for the
rating curve segment. The effective gauge height of zero flow is sometimes referred to as the logarithmic scale
offset.

6.2.4.2 Logarithmic equation

The equation for a straight line rating curve on logarithmic plotting paper is:

Q = p(h - e)~ (4)

where

(h – e) is the effective depth of water on the control,

h is the gauge height of the water surface,

e is the effective gauge height of zero flow,

~ is the slope of the rating curve, and

p is a constant that is numerically equal to the discharge when the effective depth of flow (h – e) is
equal to 1.

6.3 Curve fitting

6.3.1 General

The curve fitting process for stage-discharge relations includes the actual drawing, positioning, and shaping of the
rating. Hydraulic analysis and mathematical fitting can be used to aid in the curve fitting process, but in the final
analysis, the stage-discharge relation must conform to the calibration measurements. On the other hand, the
analyst must realize that the rating should be hydraulically correct, and that every calibration measurement does not
necessarily fit on the same rating curve because of shifting control conditions that sometimes occur. The curve
fitting process should result in curve shapes that conform to control changes, as described in previous clauses.

6.3.2 Graphical curves

Graphical curves are those that are drawn with the aid of drawing instruments such as straight edges and pre-
shaped plastic curves. The analyst first plots the calibration measurements, determines which of these should be on
the rating curve, and then fits a curve or straightedge to the measurements by eye to produce a smooth curve with
as little variation from the measurements as possible. The analyst should always consider all available information
about the control and the actual gauge height of zero flow in order to give proper consideration to transition curves
and other changes in the shape and slope of the rating curve. Graphical fitting of rating curves is aided considerably
if plotting is performed on logarithmic plotting paper and careful choice of effective gauge height of zero flow is
made. In so doing, it is usually possible to define segments of rating curves by a straight fine rather than a curved
line.

6.3.3 Hydraulic equation curves

b

The shape of stage-discharge relations can sometimes be defined through the use of hydraulic equations, namely
equations (1), (2) and (3). Where section control exists, the weir equation (1) can be used to compute rating curve
points. Coefficients of discharge, C , are defined in other International Standards for certain types of weirs and
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flumes, so that a reasonably accurate rating curve can be computed that will conform to correct hydraulics. For
natural section controls, such as a rock outcrop or sand bar, the coefficient of discharge can be estimated on the
basis of calibration measurements. Widths and depths can be determined from a surveyed cross-section of the

d

,

control section.

For segments of the rating curve that are influenced by channel control, the shape of the rating can be defined
through the use of equation (2) or (3). An average or typical cross-section in the control reach is surveyed to define
the channel characteristics of cross-section area and hydraulic radius. The Manning rugosity, n, or the Chezy C is
estimated from field observations. The friction slope is estimated from channel surveys, maps, or calibration
measurements. Equation (2) or (3) can then be used to compute discharge for a few selected gauge heights to
define the shape of the rating curve. This is a simplified procedure which assumes steady, uniform flow. More
complex situations involving non-uniform flow can be analyzed with various techniques of backwater curve
computation. Computer programs are available for such analyses.

For either case, section or channel control, the rating computed by the hydraulic equations is used only for defining
the hydraulic shape of the rating. The correct position of the rating is defined by the calibration measurements. This
procedure can also be used to aid in determining when measurements define a new rating position, such as may be
the result of a shifting control.

6.3.4 Mathematical rating curves

For gauging stations where the control is stable with little or no shifting, the stage-discharge relation can be defined
by mathematical computations, such as regression analysis. Care should be taken, however, because if the
calibration measurements used for regression are not all part of the same rating curve, then the regression results
may define a rating that is not hydraulically correct. Such a rating can lead to erroneous results when applying the
rating for the purpose of computing daily discharges.

Ratings defined by regression analysis should not be used through transition segments or through segments of the
rating that are affected by changes in control shape. Second- or third-order polynomials might be useful to define
these changes in rating shapes. The analyst should use care, however, to be sure the rating shape is hydraulically
reasonable.

6.4 Combination

Combination control

control stage-discharge relations

rating curves are sometimes referred to as compound control rating curves. A compound
control may consist of two section controls, each of which controls a segment of the rating cuwe. For instance, a
rock riffle section may control extreme low flows, but at higher flows a different cross-section located downstream
from the rock riffle may cause submergence of the rock riffle and become the controlling section for medium flows.
The plot of such a rating will usually exhibit a change in slope that reflects the change in effective gauge height of
zero flow for the two section controls. Also, there will usually be a transition curve between the two rating segments
which represents partial controlling effect from each of the controls. Graphical analysis of compound, or
combination, controls of this type requires separate logarithmic plots for each segment of the rating in order to
define the segments as straight lines, and properly compute the rating curve slope. When analyzed in this manner,
the rating curve slope for each segment will be greater than 2.

A compound rating may also be a combination of section control for low flows and channel control for medium or
high flows. This has been discussed to some extent in previous clauses. Graphical analysis usually requires that
separate plots be made for the section control segment and the channel control segment. A transition curve
between the two segments will represent the range of flow where there is partial control from both the section and
channel controls. The slope of the section control segment should be greater than 2, and the channel control
segment less than 2, when analyzed in this manner.

6.5 Stable stage-discharge relations

A stable stage-discharge relation is one that does not vary, or change positions, over a period of time. Such a
relation results from stable channel and control conditions, which for natural channels is a relative term. Virtually all
natural channels are subject to at least occasional change as a result of scour, deposition, or growth of vegetation.
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For stable channels and controls, the stage-discharge relation can usually be defined easily by fitting a curve to the
calibration measurements as described in previous clauses. The example shown in figure 3 represents a stable
stage-discharge relation because the control is a natural section of rock outcropping that is not subject to change.
Shifts of this rating can occur, however, because of debris that might accumulate on the control.

6.6 Unstable stage-discharge relations

Unstable stage-discharge relations are defined as those that shift and change positions frequently. Channel
geometry and friction properties, and hence the control characteristics, vary continuously as a function of time, and
so also does the stage-discharge relation. These conditions are most evident during floods and during periods when
ice or vegetative growth occur. Channel scour and deposition may be a frequent occurrence in some channels due
to the nature of the bed and bank materials, thus causing shifts of the rating. Likewise, weeds, trees and other
vegetation may affect the relation between stage and discharge during certain times of the year.

It is usually not possible to define all changes of the rating with discharge measurements for unstable channels and
controls. Shifting control techniques should then be used to estimate the position of the rating during periods of time
between measurements. These techniques are described in a subsequent clause.

For some gauging stations where unstable channel conditions exist, it is sometimes advisable to install a weir or
flume, if practicable, to stabilize the rating. In other cases, if the rating is unstable because of variable backwater, a
twin-gauge system might be used. This method is described briefly in a subsequent clause, and in detail in
lSO/TR 9123. Another possible way of defining the rating where variable backwater exists is to use an index
velocity gauge in conjunction with the stage gauge. Two types of index velocity gauge can be used, the
electromagnetic type and the ultrasonic type. These are described in detail in ISO 9213 and 6416.

6.7 Shifting controls

Shifting controls occur when channel conditions are unstable, as described in previous clauses. When this condition
exists, discharge measurements made at different times represent different positions of the rating curve. Frequent
discharge measurements should be made during a period of shifting control to define the stage-discharge relation,
or magnitude of shifts, during that period. However, even with infrequent discharge measurements the stage-
discharge relation can be estimated with reasonably good accuracy if the few available discharge measurements
are supplemented with a knowledge of shifting-control behaviour.

Minor deviations of discharge measurements may result from minor random fluctuations resulting from the dynamic
force of moving water. @so, it is recognized that discharge measurements are not error-free. Consequently, an
average rating curve drawn in such a way that the discharge measurements are evenly balanced about the curve
may result in a more accurate determination of discharge than any single measurement. If a group of consecutive
discharge measurements subsequently plot to the right or left of the rating curve, it is usually clear that a shift in the
rating has occurred. On the other hand, if a single discharge measurement departs significantly from the rating, it
may not be clear whether this represents a shift or some unexplained error in the discharge measurement. The
analyst must ultimately be the judge as to whether or not a measurement or group of measurements define a
control shift. Such rating changes may be highlighted by plotting the deviation of each gauging from an average
rating curve versus time. The deviations may be expressed as either percentages, stage differences or
standardized residuals.

When discharge measurements indicate a shift of the rating curve, the analyst may determine if the shift is a
temporary condition, or if it may be permanent. If the shift is expected to last for several months or longer it may be
best to draw a new rating curve. If the shift is a temporary condition that may change again soon, then it is best to
handle the shifting control condition by drawing a temporary shift curve to define discharge during the time of shift
and until new information indicates another shift of the rating. Experience and knowledge of each control is the best
way of knowing whether rating shifts are temporary or permanent.

i
)

.-!-
- .-

Shift curves are usually shaped similar to the original rating curve. That is why it is important to have the original, or
base, rating curve shaped correctly as defined by the hydraulics of the stream channel. Scour or deposition of a
natural section control results in a change in the actual and effective gauge height of zero flow. This frequently
results in a shift curve that is parallel to the original rating curve when plotted on arithmetic plotting paper. That is,
the difference in gauge height between the original rating and the shift curve is equal through, a range in stage
controlled by the section control. This same shift curve, if plotted on logarithmic plotting paper, will be concave
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upward and above the original rating for a deposition condition, and concave downward and below the original
rating for a scour condition. If a determination of the actual gauge height of zero flow was made at the time of the
discharge measurement, then this is equivalent to having a second discharge measurement which can greatly help
in defining the shift cutve position and shape.

Shift curves for section controls tend to be asymptotic to the original rating at the higher stages of section control.
This is usually a good place to merge a shift curve with the base rating, because shifts that apply to a section
control probably do not apply to the channel control, or they may become so small relative to channel control
discharges that percentage-wise they are insignificant. The transition curve between section control and channel
control ratings is a good place to merge shift curves and base ratings if it is determined that a shift of one does not
apply to the other.

Channel scour, deposition and vegetative growth are usually the causes of shifts when channel control exists.
Scour usually occurs during stream rises, and deposition occurs during stream recessions. This is an over-
simplification, however, because the process of sediment transport is complex and in reality cannot be analyzed
easily. In fact, for some stream reaches, scour and deposition may be occurring simultaneously at different places
in the channel control reach. Discharge measurements are very important for defining shift curves during flood
conditions if shifting control is likely to occur.

When several discharge measurements made over a period of time appear to lie on the same shift curve, it is
usually best to draw an average shift curve to use during the period of the measurements. This average shift curve :,!
is probably more accurate than any one of the individual measurements. The analyst should carefully determine, i
however, that the average shift curve is logical and hydraulically accurate. A shift curve that departs significantly
from correct hydraulic conditions will lead to erroneous determinations of discharge during periods when discharge
measurements are not available.

For streams that shift continuously, it is usually necessary to define shift curves on the basis of discharge
measurements, determinations of the gauge height of zero flow, and hydraulic characteristics of the rating curve,
and then continuously adjust the shift curve between itself and another shift curve (or the base rating) on the basis
of time. The shift curve adjustment may be uniform, or proportional, based on time, or if specific changes can be
defined, a shift curve can be abruptly changed to correspond to the control change. For instance, a deposition of
debris on a section control may quickly wash out during a small rise, thus causing a shift curve to change back to
the original rating or to another position of the shift curve. This can sometimes be detected by examination of the
gauge height record, where abrupt changes may signify abrupt changes to the control. Where no obvious reason

- ---’

can be determined for a shift curve change, it is usually assumed that the change is gradual over time, and the shift
curve is thus adjusted by time. >

Shifting control procedures are complex and frequently difficult to interpret. Quite often there is more than one
logical explanation or interpretation. Experience with a given stream is important in defining the shift characteristics
and in making a logical analysis.

6.8 Variable backwater effects

6.8.1 General

Several conditions can occur in the downstream reaches of a stream to cause apparent changes to the stage-
discharge relation. Previously clauses have discussed shifts of the control. This clause discusses conditions of
variable backwater which may cause submergence, or partial submergence, of a control and result in stage-
discharge relations that require more complex analysis.

Variable backwater may result from downstream influences such as reservoirs or tributary streams, from ice effect
or from dynamic conditions known as hysteresis. Each of these is discussed in subsequent clauses.

6.8.2 Downstream backwater influences

Downstream conditions may occasionally exist such that water levels downstream from a channel control reach or a
section control may rise sufficiently to submerge partially the control. When this happens the control will no longer
be fully effective in defining the stage-discharge relation. A downstream reservoir can cause this to happen if it fills
enough to submerge the control. Likewise, a tributary stream that enters below or within the control reach might
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cause variable backwater effects when that tributary is flowing sufficiently to submerge the control. Beaver dams or
other obstructions in the channel downstream from the control may cause some degree of submergence and
thereby invalidate the stage-discharge relation.

d
For some conditions of downstream backwater, patiicularly if it is of short duration and occurs very infrequently, it
may be easiest and best to analyze the discharge record using shifting control methods. Sometimes the extent and
magnitude of the backwater can be determined by examining a graphical plot of the stage record and estimating the

7

!’

non-backwater stage during the period of backwater.

For variable backwater conditions that are significant and persist for long periods of time, other measures are
required to analyze the discharge record. One approach is to establish two gauges, a base gauge at the primary
site at which the discharge record is needed, and an auxiliary gauge usually located some distance downstream
from the base gauge. For some streams, the auxiliary gauge may be located upstream, but this is not usually
recommended if a suitable downstream site is available. Through the use of calibration measurements for the range
of backwater conditions, a rating curve that relates dkharqe to gauge height at the base gauge, and water surface
fall between the base gauge and the auxiliary gauge, can be defined. This type of rating is referred to as a stage-
fall-discharge relation, and can be used to compute accurately discharge from the simultaneous records of stage at
the two gauges. Details for defining stage-fall-discharge relations are given in lSO/TR 9123.

Another approach for defining discharge in reaches where variable backwater exists is through the use of
mathematical models of one-dimensional unsteady flow conditions. This is an emerging technology that utilizes high
speed computers. As in stage-fall-discharge relations, two gauges in a reach are required. In addition, surveys of
several cross-sections along with estimates of channel rugosity are needed. Several discharge measurements are
needed to calibrate the model.

A third method to define discharge in streams affected by variable backwater is through the use of one stage gauge
and an auxiliaty gauge of index velocity. index velocity may be determined by a vane assembly suspended in the
stream to record vane deflection caused by stream velocity, by an electromagnetic meter that measures velocity by
electric current induction caused by a conductor (water) moving through a magnetic field, or by ultrasonic methods
that measure velocity on the basis of differences in sound propagation in the upstream/downstream directions
through a defined stream reach. With the advent of electronic methods, such as the electromagnetic and ultrasonic
methods, the vane gauge method is not commonly used today. The details of the electromagnetic and ultrasonic
methods of equipment installation, maintenance, and rating calibration are given in ISO 6416 and ISO 9213, and are
not discussed further in this document.

,-

6.8.3 Ice effects

The formation of ice in stream channels or on section controls affects the stage-discharge relation by causing
backwater that varies with the quantity and nature of the ice, as well as with the discharge. Because of the variability
of the backwater effect, discharge measurements should be made as frequently as possible when the stream is
under ice cover, particularly during periods of freeze-up and thaw when flow is highly variable. In midwinter the
frequency of measurements will depend on climate, accessibility, size of stream, and winter runoff characteristics.

+

Where temperatures are severe, streams will form an ice cover at the beginning of winter and undergo a general
recession in flow until the start of the spring freshet. The ice effect on the stage-discharge relation is primarily a
function of the ice regime and ice thickness with the accuracy of discharge computation largely dependent on
discharge measurement timing and frequency.

One or more of the following methods of computation may prove to be satisfactory for computation of daily
discharge under ice cover at a particular gauging site. Several of the methods should be tested and the one which
produces a result in best agreement with information available from other sources be selected as the standard
method for the gauging station. For more details on the measurement of discharge during periods of ice, see
ISO 9196.

6.8.3.1 Equivalent gauge height method

Equivalent gauge heights are computed for each discharge measurement using the open-water rating curve. These
equivalent gauge heights are then plotted on a hydrography of daily mean gauge heights, and a hydrography of
equivalent gauge heights is interpolated between discharge measurements using the stage hydrography as a guide.
Daily discharges are then computed using the equivalent gauge heights and the open-water rating curve.
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6.8.3.2 Backwater method

The difference between the effective gauge height and the recorded gauge height is defined as backwater, and is
computed for each discharge measurement. Backwater values are interpolated between discharge measurements
using air temperature, ice thickness, or other hydrologic information as a guide. Effective gauge heights can then be
computed by subtracting the backwater values from the recorded gauge heights. Daily discharge is computed by
using the effective gauge heights and the open-water rating curve.

Various modifications of the effective gauge height method and the backwater method can be used to compute daily
discharge.

6.8.3.3 Adjusted discharge method
,1

Open-water discharge values are computed using the recorded gauge heights and the open-water rating curve, and
a discharge hydrography is prepared. The discharge measurement results are plotted on this hydrography and a
hydrography of daily discharges is interpolated between discharge measurements using the open-water discharge
hydrography as a guide. Daily mean discharges can then be determined directly from the hydrography.

6.8.3.4 Direct-discharge interpolation method

Daily mean discharges can be determined by direct interpolation between discharge measurements, usually linear
or log-linear, during periods when it is believed that discharge changes are fairly uniform. The interpolation
procedure can be modified at times when the air temperature and stage records indicate significant changes. See
ISO 9196 for additional detail.

6.8.3.5 Recession curve method

Large streams, particularly those that have significant storage characteristics, may exhibit typical recession
characteristics between the time of ice formation and the break-up of ice cover. By defining semilogarithmic
recession characteristics from a number of discharge measurements, it is sometimes possible to use the recession
curve during other ice-affected periods when only one or two discharge measurements are available. Typical
recession curves of this kind can be used from year to year without the necessity of frequent discharge
measurements. Daily discharges can be determined directly from the recession curve for periods when no
discharge measurements are available.

6.8.3.6 Winter rating curves

Some streams, particularly large ones, may have winter ice regimes that are so consistent from winter to winter that
,

it is possible to develop a winter stage-discharge relation. Once the existence of such a curve has been verified by
discharge measurements, daily discharges can be computed from the winter rating curve using recorded gauge
heights.

6.8.4 Hysteresis effect, or loop ratings

The stage-discharge relation for a gauging station gives the value of the normal discharge, that is the steady-flow
discharge, for a given stage. The discharge for a particular stage may, for some streams, be greater than the
normal discharge during rising stages, and less than normal during falling stages. This effect is known as
hysteresis, or loop rating. It is most pronounced for mild sloped streams where dynamic flow conditions are
imposed, such as stream reaches downstream from a dam during periods of hydropower generation, or stream
reaches in urban areas where runoff is accelerated because of impervious surfaces and other drainage
improvements.

For gauging sites where the hysteresis effect is severe, instantaneous values of discharge determined from the
steady-state rating curve can be significantly different from the true discharge. For these sites it may be necessary
to use auxiliary equipment to supplement the gauge height record in order to determine discharges accurately. A
twin-gauge approach utilizing the stage-fall-discharge relation can be used as described in 6.8.2 (see also
lSO/TR 91 23). Or a twin-gauge approach using an unsteady flow model, as described in 6.8.2, might be used. In
other situations it might be feasible to use a velocity index relation, as described in 6.8.2, to compute discharge. All
of these methods require additional equipment and therefore are more expensive to install and, operate than the
single-gauge approach.
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If the hysteresis effect is not severe, but of sufficient magnitude as to need correction, it may be possible to use a

4

,,,

single-gauge record of stage in conjunction with the rate-of-change in stage to compute discharge. For certain
:.

conditions, it is possible to compute the true discharge, Q, of an unsteady flow from the steady-state discharge, QO,
by using the following equation:

‘=++ti”+r’o

(5) ~.,,

where

SO is the water surface slope corresponding to steady, non-uniform flow,
!
1

VW is the velocity of flood wave, ~

dh

dt
— is the time rate of change of stage.

The slope, SO, may be determined from observation of gauges during conditions of steady flow. Alternativety, it may
be approximately computed from Manning’s or Chezy’s equation.

The rate of change of stage, dh/df, maybe obtained from the recorded observations of stage at the gauge. ‘i
i

The wave velocity, Vw, is given by the equation, /

dQ 1 dQ

‘W=z=i”%
(6)

where

A is the cross-sectional area,

B is the surface width at the cross-section, and ....- - ..

dQ
.

~ can be approximated from the stage-discharge relation.

4

The above conditions are valid when the rise and fall of the stream is gradual, that is, where the rate of change in
velocity or the acceleration head can be neglected. Likewise, velocity should not be great, so that velocity head can
safely be neglected. When a sufficient number of discharge measurements are available, it may be possible to
calibrate a gauging site with a family of curves by evaluating the term 1/SoVwas a single parameter.

6.8.5 Tidal discharge measurements — Loop ratings

Discharge measurements undertaken in coastal rivers affected by ocean tides will exhibit a diurnal loop rating
condition. Measurements undertaken in these zones shall be completed quickly. More recently, ultrasonic
measurement methods have proven satisfactory.

6.9 Extrapolation of the stage-discharge relation

A stage-discharge relption should not be applied outside the range of discharge measurements upon which it is
based. If estimates of flow, however, are required outside the range, it may be necessary to make an extrapolation
of the rating curve. Such extrapolations, either above the highest measurement or below the lowest measurement,
should be made with care and through the use of methods that help to define the shape and position of the
extrapolated part of the curve. Before making any kind of rating extrapolation, the channel and control should be
carefully examined for some distance downstream and upstream of the gauge. Flow obstructions, contractions,
expansions, debris, channel shape changes, and other conditions should be noted. If abnormal channel conditions
exist that cannot be accounted for in the rating analysis, then a rating extrapolation should not be made.
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The simplest method for extrapolating a rating curve is by logarithmic plotting. To use this method correctly, the
analyst should have a good understanding of the control conditions and logarithmic plotting methods. Otherwise,
this method could lead to large errors. The part of the rating curve requiring extrapolation should .be plotted with the
effective gauge height scale chosen so that the rating plots as a straight line. In addition, the analyst must have
knowledge of the type of control (section or channel), and the shape of the control through the range of
extrapolation. If the control shape does not change significantly and the channel rugosity remains fairly constant,
then a straight-line extrapolation on the logarithmic plot is reasonable. A logarithmic extrapolation of this type is
particularly suited to channel control conditions for medium and high flows, but should probably never be used to
extrapolate more than about 1,5 times the highest measured discharge. Special care is needed when extrapolating
below the lowest discharge measurement. For very low flows, when section control exists, it is very important to
know the shape of the control and the gauge height of zero flow. Sometimes it is best to plot the rating curve on
arithmetic plotting paper so that the gauge height of zero flow can be plotted, especially if the rating must be
extrapolated to zero discharge.

The shape of the stage-discharge relation can sometimes be defined through the use of the weir equation
[equation (1)], the Manning equation [equation (2)], or the Chezy equation [equation (3)]. These equations can be
applied above the highest or below the lowest discharge measurements by using cross-section surveys, high-water
mark surveys, and estimates of rugosity, discharge coefficients, or friction slope.

The weir equation will apply to low-water extrapolations where section control exists. Values of the discharge
coefficient, C, can be calculated from discharge measurements and cross-section data of the control, and then
extrapolated to the range of interest below the lowest discharge measurement. This is a good technique for defining
the shape of the rating curve in the range where discharge measurements are not available.

The Manning and Chezy equations can be used to extrapolate the high end of a rating curve when channel control
exists, and when it is reasonably certain that bed form does not change with the increase in discharge. Estimates
can be made of the channel rugosity for the range of extrapolation. Friction slope can be estimated from discharge
measurements in the lower range and extrapolated to the higher range. In some cases, highwater marks may be
available to aid in the estimate of friction slope. Cross sectional area, A, and hydraulic radius, r, can be computed
from cross-section surveys of a typical section in the control reach. Care should be taken if the shape of the cross-
section changes appreciably, because friction slope may also change significantly. Where overbank flow occurs, the
friction slope for flows above bankful may differ greatly from that when the flow is within banks.

Estimates of high discharges can sometimes be made that will aid in the extrapolation of the high end of a stage-
discharge relation. The slope-area method is one such technique. See ISO 1070 for a description of this method.
Another method may be used when another gauging site exists on the same stream, either upstream or
downstream. By careful accounting of additions, withdrawals and channel storage, the peak discharge may be
estimated for the site where an extrapolation is required.

The velocity-area method is also sometimes used to extrapolate a rating curve. This method requires the definition
of a stage-area relation from a survey of the cross-section at the gauge, and the definition of a stage-velocity
relation which must be estimated in the range of stage where the extrapolation is needed. The stage-velocity

I relation can be defined accurately in the range where discharge measurements are available, but is usually difficult
to estimate accurately in the range above the highest measurements. For this reason, the velocity-area method is
not considered as good as the method described above using the Manning or Chezy equation.

It is recommended that, whenever possible, extrapolations should be made using two or more of the above
b described methods. Results can then be compared and the extrapolated part of the rating curve can be defined with

added confidence.

6.10 Rating tables

-4

A rating table can be prepared directly from the stage-discharge relation or from the equation(s) of the curve(s),
showing the discharges corresponding to stages in ascending order, and at intervals suited to the desired degree of
interpolation. This can be conveniently performed by a computer program using the stage-discharge relation.
However, it maybe useful to program the data for computer evaluation using the stage-discharge equations without
resorting to a rating table.
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7 Methods of testing stage-discharge relations

A stage-discharge relation should be checked periodically by making check discharge measurements. The period of
time between check measurements will vary depending on several factors, including relative stability of the rating
curve, hydrologic events such as floods that might affect the rating curve, and other indications that the rating curve
may have changed. During certain periods, such as floods or extreme drought, it is desirable to obtain additional
check measurements to reduce the need for rating curve extrapolations and to define effects of backwater or
hysteresis if they are present. Also, when a discharge measurement deviates significantly from the rating curve or
from previous discharge measurements, then another check measurement should be made immediately to either
confirm or refuse the accuracy of the first discharge measurement.

Generally, when a check discharge measurement plots within a small percentage of the rating curve, it is assumed
that the rating curve still applies and no correction is made either in the form of a shift or a new rating. The

1J

percentage that a measurement may deviate from the rating without apptyhg a correction is usually based on the
accuracy of the discharge measurement. See ISO 748 for a description of computing discharge measurement error.
If, for instance, most discharge measurements are made to * 5 % accuracy, then shifting control techniques will not
be employed unless a check measurement plots further than 5 % from the rating curve.

In some countries, a statistical analysis is made of the rating curve to define the standard deviation of the
measurements from the mean rating curve. When one or more measurements indicate a deviation of 2 standard
deviations from the rating curve, then a shift curve is defined or a new rating is defined. Standard deviations are ~
usually defined separately for each segment of a rating curve. ‘/

f

A bias check is also performed in some cases to define periods when the rating may be shifted even though check f

measurements are within the specified accuracy of discharge measurement error, or within the standard deviation
for the rating curve. For instance, two or more measurements may plot within 5 % of the rating curve, but are all on
the same side of the rating curve. Various statistical tests may be used to test for bias.

‘\

‘When testing and checking stage-discharge relatidns, it is very impoflant that the analyst understands why the
measurements plot as they do. Without this understanding, the analyst might incorrectly apply and interpret certain
statistical tests. The analyst should always consider what has been happening to the controlling stream
characteristics and make decisions on this basis rather than arbitrarily using statistical results. Stage-discharge
relations are hydraulic functions, not statistical, and should be analyzed accordingly. J------

..

8 Uncertainty in the stage-discharge relation i

8.1 General

The theory and statistical equations for estimating the uncertainties in the stage-discharge relation and daily mean,
monthly mean, and a~~ual mean discharges are given in Annex A. Numerical examples of estimating the
uncertainty of the stage~discharge relation and the daily mean discharge, using the procedures in Annex A, are
given in this clause.

The statistical analysis, as described in Annex A, considers each segment of the rating curve separately between
inflection points, or between transition curves. One segment of a rating curve, as shown in table 2, is used herein for
demonstrating these computations.

8.2 Example of uncertainty calculations for individual gaugings

The standard error of estimate, s., of individual gaugings can be computed from the equation given in A.2.3 in
Annex A. Substituting into this equation from table 2, the standard error of estimate, s,, is calculated as:

se= [(0,02999/(32 – 2)]0,5= 0,03162

When the number of observations is large, then the Student’s tvalue used in the calculation of the 95% confidence
limit may be taken as 2. Thus, the uncertainty of the distribution of the points about the fitted line, 0,95s, in percent,
is defined as:

o,95s~ = 2s~ x 100 (7)
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Therefore, using the value of se calculated above, the uncertainty of the rating curve segment, in percent, is

0,95,se = 2 X 0,03162 X 100 = 6,3 %

This equation defines two parallel straight lines on either side of the rating curve segment, and at a distance 2se
from it. In other words, 95% of the observations, on average, will be contained within these limits (6,3 %).

For those instances where the dispersion about the fitted line is not considered small, the random percent
uncertainty, 2.s~r, for individual values of In Qc at any stage, In(h – e), can be calculated from the equation given in
A.2.4 in Annex A.

Substituting the values for observation number 1 in table 2 gives the following:

[
2S~r = ~2(0,03162) ~+ 11,86225 ‘5 ~loo

32 27,92422

= *1,98 70 (rounded to 2,0 0/0 in table 2).

Similar computations were made for each observation in table 2, and the percent uncertainty is shown in the last
column. These uncertainties can be plotted on either side of the stage-discharge curve for each observed value of
(h - e). Such a plot will show the symmetrical limits of the 95% uncertainty. The minimum width of these limits will
occur at the mean value of In(h – e).
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Table 2 — Tabulated values required to calculate Se and Smr

)bs No. h-e Q. In (h - e)
(e=0,115) Mea&red Rating =x

(x - r)’ lnQ=y In QC= Y. (Y- YC)2 z~’

1 0,157 2,463 2,323 -1,85151 1,86225 0,90138 0,84286 0,00342 2,0

2 0,158 2,325 2,345 -1,84516 1,84496 0,84372 0,85229 0,00007 2,0

3 0,188 2,923 3,060 – 1,67131 1,40292 1,07261 1,11841 0,00210 1,8

4 0,192 3,242 3,160 -1,65026 1,35349 1,17619 1,15057 0,00066 1,8

5 0,219 3,841 3,865 -1,51868 1,06465 1,34573 1,35196 0,00004 1,7

6 0,259 4,995 4,996 – 1,35093 0,74660 1,60844 1,60864 0,00000 1,5

7 0,278 5,410 5,568 -1,28013 0,62928 1,68825 1,71704 0,00083 1,5

8 0,279 5,422 5,598 -1,27654 0,62359 1,69046 1,72241 0,00102 1,5

9 0,287 5,883 5,846 -1,24827 0,57974 1,77207 1,76576 0,00004 1,4

10 0,295 6,154 6,097 -1,22078 0,53863 1,81710 1,807 WI i 0,00009 : ?,4

11 0,348 7,376 7,851 – 1,05555 0,32341 1,99823 ~ 2,06064 0..00389 1,3

12 0,405 9,832 9,902 -0,90387 0,17389 2,28564 2?29274 ! 0,00Q05 1,2

13 0,433 11,321 10,968 -0,83702 0,12261 2,42666 : 2,39498 0,00100 1 f ,2

14 0,461 12,372 12,072 -0,77436 0,08265 2,!51544 2,49089 0,00060 1,2

15 0,465 11,825 12,233 -0,76572 0,07776 2,47022 2,50414 0,00115 1,2

16 0,501 13,826 13,71’1 -0,69115 0,04173 2,62655 2,61820 0,00007 1,1

17 0,511 14,102 14,132 – 0,67139 0,03405 2,64632 2,64844 0,00000 1,1

18 0,606 19,020 18,345 -0,50088 0,00020 2,94549 2,90936 0,00131 1,1

19 0,624 19,970 19,185 -0,47160 0,00023 2,99423 2,95413 0,00161 1,1

20 0,632 20,280 19,563 -0,45887 0,00078 3,00964 2,97364 0,00130 1,1

21 0,681 21,204 21,931 -0,38419 0,01054 3,05419 3,08790 0,00114 1,1

22 0,731 23,996 24,442 -0,31334 0,03011 3,17789 3,19630 0,00034 1,1

23 0,926 36,242 35,098 -0,07688 0,16809 3,59022 3,55814 0,00103 1,2

24 1,225 54,591 53,855 0,20294 0,47583 3,99987 3,98630 0,00018 1,4

25 1,411 67,327 66,859 0,34430 0,69083 4,20956 4,20259 0,00005 1,5

26 1,646 79,050 84,631 0,49835 0,97065 4,37008 4,43830 0,00465 1,6

27 1,895 110,783 104,989 0,63922 1,26807 4,70757 4,65386 0,00289 1,8

28 2,517 162,814 162,095 0,92307 1,98791 5,09261 5,08818 0,00002 2,0

29 3,150 227,600 228,478 1,14740 2,67083 5,42759 5,43144 0,00001 2,3

30 3,165 228,800 230,145 1,15215 2,68638 5,43285 5,43871 0,00003 2,3

31 3,191 228,500 233,044 1,16033 2,71327 5,43154 5,45123 0,00039 2,3

32 3,225 236,600 236,854 1,17093 2,74830 5,46637 5,46744 0,00000 2,3

Sum -15,57970 27,92422 0,02999

Mean @J -0,48687

se 0,03162
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8.3 Example of calculating the uncertainty of the daily mean discharge

The percentage uncertainty, X,., for the daily mean discharge, at the 95% confidence level, can be calculated from
the equation given in A.3.2 in annex A. Table 3 illustrates this calculation, using hourly values of discharge.

In this example, the mean daily discharge equals 161,815 m3/s, with an uncertainty of f 2,1 Yo.

NOTE — The rating exponent, & is 1,5s01 in this example.

z[(2.Y:, + ~zxfh - ,) )0’5 Q, 1 8049,57
x=

dm
=—=t 2,07%

ZQC 3888,55

Therefore, the daily mean discharge = 161,815 m3k +2,1 %

Table 3 — Typical computation for the uncertainty in the daily mean discharge,
using hourly values of discharge

,

Time (h -e) Q. ‘{h - e) 2smr 0,5
[2s:, + 132X; _ ,)1 ~QC

70 %

0100 1,110 46,314 0,4 1,3 66,99

0200 1,450 69,707 0,3 1,5 110,34

0300 1,856 101,699 0,2 1,7 179,69

0400 2,178 129,906 0,2 1,9 247,55

0500 2,405 151,186 0,2 2,0 301,95

0600 2,565 165,850 0,2 2,0 341,41

0700 2,674 177,814 0,2 2,1 373,22

0800 2,767 186,328 0,2 2,1 397,33

0900 2,814 192,255 0,2 2,1 413,16

1000 2,876 197,717 0,1 2,2 429,18

1100 2,929 203,339 0,1 2,2 445,08

1200 2,952 206,867 0,1 2,2 454,42

1300 2,967 208,478 0,1 2,2 459,02

1400 2,950 206,653 0,1 2,2 453,81

1500 2,911 202,487 0,1 2,2 441,97

1600 2,860 197,084 0,1 2,2 426,71

1700 2,800 190,793 0,2 2,1 409,08

1800 2,730 183,543 0,2 2,1 388,96

1900 2,632 173,558 0,2 2,1 361,61

2000 2,513 161,697 0,2 2,0 329,69

2100 2,380 148,788 0,2 2,0 295,70

2200 2,250 136,534 0,2 1,9 264,23

2300 2,142 126,635 0,2 1,9 239,42

2400 2,049 118,320 0,2 1,8 219,04

Sum 3883,552

Mean 161,815

1, ,
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Annex A
(informative)

Uncertainty in stage-discharge relation and in continuous measurement
of discharge

A.1 General

The uncertainty in a single determination of discharge shall be evaluated according to lSO/TR 5168, This annex
deals with the uncertainty in the stage-discharge relation according to lSO/TR 7066-1 and in a continuous
measurement of discharge.

A.2 Statistical analysis of the stage-discharge relation

A.2.1 The stage-discharge relation, being a line of best fit, should be more accurate than any of the individual
gaugings. The equation of the relation may be computed as detailed in 6.1.3.2, which assumes that the relation
plots as a straight line on logarithmic paper.

A.2.2 The standard error of estimate, se, is calculated from the stage-discharge data (see A.2.3). The standard
error of the mean relation, smr, is then calculated (see A.2.4). If there are transition curves in the stage-discharge
relation, then this procedure is repeated for each straight-line segment of the curve.

A.2.3 The standard error of estimate, se, may be calculated from the following equation:

[

Z(ln Q-In Qc) 1
~0,5

se =
(N-2)

where

Q is the measured discharge,

Qc is the discharge calculated from the rating cuwe equation or rating curve table, and

N is the number of observations.

A.2.4 Similarly, the random percent uncertainty in the calculated value of In Qc (2smr), at the point In(h – e) may be
found from the following equation (see lSO/TR 7066-1):

[ 11 [In(h -e) - In(h - e)]2 0’5 ~ ,00
2smr=*rse —+

N Z[ln(h -e) - In(h - e)]2

NOTE 1 tin the above equation is Student’s t correction at the 95 % confidence level for N gaugings and may be taken as 2
for 20 or more gaugings.

NOTE 2 It is recommended that several current meters be used to establish the stage-discharge relation to avoid systematic

bias in the relation.

A.2.5 The uncertainty of In Qc (2smr) should be calculated for each observation of (h – e) related to the
corresponding gauging. The limit will therefore be curved on each side of the stage-discharge relation and will be
minimum at the mean value of In(h – e).
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‘A.2.6 ~f the stage-discharge relation comprises two or more straight-line segments, se and 2Smr should be
individually calculated for each segment, and (N – 2) degrees of freedom should be used for each segment.

A.2.7 At least 20 observations should be available in each segment before a statistically acceptable estimate can
be made of se and 2smP

A.3 Uncertainty in the daily mean discharge

A.3.1 The value of discharge most commonly required for design and planning purposes is the daily mean
discharge. The daily mean discharge may be calculated by taking the average of the number of observations of
discharge during the 24-h period.

A.3.2 The uncertainty in the daily mean discharge for a velocity area station may be calculated from the following
equation:

x[(2s;, + 132X&,))0’5QCl
xdrn = f

ZQC

where

Xtjrn is the percentage uncertainty in the daily mean discharge (95% confidence level),

2Smr is the percentage uncertainty of the stage-discharge relation as calculated in A.2.4,

B is the exponent (slope) of the stage-discharge relation,

X(h – ~) is the percentage uncertainty in the recorded measurements of stage (see clause A.5), and

Qc is the calculated value of discharge from the rating table or rating equation used to calculate the daily mean
discharge.

A.3.3 The corresponding equation for a measuring structure is similar and maybe expressed as follows:

where Xc is the percentage uncertainty in the coefficient of discharge for the structure.

NOTE 1 The percentage uncertainty, X~j in the length of crest (width of throat) has been neglected.

NOTE 2 The value of e in this case is usually equal to zero,

A.4 Uncertainty in the monthly and annual mean discharges

The uncertainty in the monthly mean and annual mean discharge maybe estimated from the following equations:

and

Xam= ~(xdm Qmm)
z~m
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where

Xmm is the percentage uncertainty in the monthly mean discharge (95% level),

x am is the percentage uncertainty in the annual mean discharge,

Qdm k the daily mean discharge, and

Qmnl is the monthly mean discharge.

A.5 Uncertainty in the measured stage

The percentage uncertainty in stage (or head) in W -above equations maybe kmnd from W following equation:

~(E’g2+ I?zz )0’5X(Q = (~_ ~)

where

(h – e) is the stage (or head), in metres,

E ‘9 is the random uncertainty in the recorded value of stage (or head), in metres (the recommended
value for shaft encoders and punch tape recorders = ~ 3 mm, and for chart recorders = f 5 mm), and

E ‘z k the random uncertainty in the gauge zero, in metres (the recommended value = ~ 3 mm).

%

,
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International Standard Corresponding Indian Standard Degree of Equivalence

ISO 9213:1992 Measurement No IS exists —

of total discharge in open
channels — Electromagnetic
method using a full-channel-
width coil

REFERENCES TO ERRORS AND CLARIFICATIONS IN TEXT

The Technical Committee while adopting the text of this International Standard identified certain textual
errors to the following clauses and felt necessary to correct/clarify these in the Indian context:

Clause Reference

5.2, formula (2)

6.3.2, 8th line

6.3.3, 1st para, 3rd line

6.8.4

A.2.4

Corrections\Clari fication

Explanation for Sf may be read as ‘Water surface slope’

The words ‘straight fine’ may be corrected as ‘straight line’

‘C may be corrected to ‘Co’

Add the following note below equation (5):

‘NOTE — ‘The above equation can be derived by neglecting the acceleration terms in
the momentum equation of the one dimensional saint-venant equation for unsteady flow.’

Over bars shown in the equation indicate the average value.
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